The solution procedure of coupled electromagnetic-/thermal-simulations with high resolution requires efficient solvers. High performance computing libraries and languages like Nvidia's CUDA help in unlocking the massively parallel capabilities of GPUs to accelerate calculations. They reduce the time needed to solve real world problems. In this paper, the speed-up is discussed, which is obtained by using GPUs for coupled time domain simulations with finite difference schemes. A tailor-made implementation of the time consuming sparse matrix vector multiplication is shown to have advantages over standard CUDA-libraries like cuSparse.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY simulators for problems in the high-frequency-domain, use finite difference schemes for coupled multiphysics problems. This regards for example electromagnetic field dosimetry problems and in particular the coupled numerical simulation of the specific absorption rate (SAR) and the thermal field distributions in biological materials and structures, [1] - [3] . As an example the head of the model 'Duke' is considered in this paper.
Commonly, electromagnetic simulations employ the explicit finite difference time domain (FDTD) leap-frog scheme, [4] , [5] . In terms of the finite integration technique (FITD) [6] : (1) where and are the vectors of magnetic facet fluxes and electric grid voltages at time step with . and describe the primary and dual discrete curl operators. and are the matrices of permittivities and reluctivities. Finally, the SAR is obtained by post processing the local losses related to the mass density of the tissues. On the other hand, the calculation of the thermal distribution requires the solution of an implicit problem: for the calculation of the static temperature distribution a conjugate gradient (CG) solver can be used to solve the following linear Poisson-type system of equations based on the Pennes-equation [7] : (2) Manuscript received November 10, 2012 where is the temperature at time . The heat source is given by the losses obtained from the time stepping of (1). The metabolic heating is . The difference between arterial blood temperature and the current temperature is scaled by the matrix of blood perfusion factors . and are the discrete gradient and dual divergence operators [6] , [8] .
A. State of the Art
In recent years the usage of GPUs (graphics processor units) was proposed to accelerate the solution of large scale electromagnetic problems including high-resolution models. In particular the numerical linear algebra was addressed, e.g., [9] . GPU-programming languages like CUDA or OpenCL allow to delegate those computations efficiently from CPUs to GPUs. On the other hand, the data storage in FDTD codes is typically not optimized for the CG method because the explicit algorithms for the electromagnetic calculations favor a point-wise storage of data. Here, an efficient GPU implementation for the coupled calculation of the thermal distributions is presented.
The paper is organized as follows: following this introduction (Section I) we discuss in Section II the necessary steps that allow the efficient usage of GPUs. In Section III techniques for the accelerated computations (e.g., matrix formats) are proposed and compared. Finally, the paper closes with conclusions.
II. ACCELERATING ELECTROMAGNETIC-THERMAL SIMULATIONS WITH A GPU
We propose to speed up existing code by CUDA C subroutines for GPU exploitation, e.g., the in-house code introduced in [3] . The changes are minor: the FORTRAN main program still creates the framework. i.e., the computational grid. Its data is passed to an external CUDA C kernel called by FORTRAN and finally the results are returned to the main program for post-processing.
In a first approach existing solvers have been ported onto the GPU to point out possibilities of accelerating electro-magnetic as well as thermal simulation parts. As the program is written in FORTRAN, compatibility to the GPU is necessary. The decision was made to use Nvidia's native CUDA C, to benefit immediately from new developments. This is realized by calling external C subroutines from the main FORTRAN code, handing over all variables needed. The electromagnetic part of the simulation is calculated by using the FDTD-method, cf. (1). The main loops, in which the electric and magnetic updates are computed, are executed on the GPU. To hide memory latencies, the data upload and calculation of each space direction is done in a different stream to ensure concurrency. A major issue by porting the whole time step onto the GPU is the change of the matrices in every time step, caused by the recalculation of the Uniaxial Perfectly Matched Layer coefficients. Consequently the simulations are only a few times faster. Larger improvements can be obtained in the implementation of the CG-method on the GPU for solving the thermal part. The calculation consist of a couple of vector-vector and matrix-vector operations, [11] . Here, two temperature distributions are computed. At first a temperature distribution of the simulated model without electromagnetic heating and at second the final temperature distribution with additional heating caused by the electromagnetic source, cf. (2) . From these solutions the change in temperature follows and a worst case scenario is evaluated. Similarly, a coupled time-domain simulation of the heating can be obtained.
In the original FORTRAN code the variables were stored point-wise. For an efficient implementation this was reshaped into a sparse matrix storage format. A commonly used storage format is Compressed Sparse Row (CSR), [11] . It is supported by the cuSparse library provided by Nvidia. This format is very flexible but cannot take into account the banded shape of the FDTD matrices. Thus the speed-up is moderate, see, e.g., Figs. 2 and 3. The reason for this can be found in the GMEM access pattern of the GPU. Current GPUs (Fermi architecture) access global memory with 32 threads, a so called warp, at a time. Data from the GMEM is taken in chunks of normally 128 bytes and stored in the L1 and L2 cache. From this all executing threads are served. All data in this 128 byte which are not used by a thread of the warp are an unnecessary data transmission and eventually a waste of bandwidth. To exploit the bandwidth more efficiently the data should be reordered in a better way.
An efficient storage format for banded matrix structures like in Finite-Differences is the DIA format, [12] , [11] . Here all diagonals containing non-zero elements are stored as a column including zero-entries. For each column in a second array the distance to the main diagonal is saved. An alternative SpMV (sparse matrix vector multiplication) kernel using this principal the storage format is slightly changed. The values are saved in a line array at the length of seven times the main diagonal that is defined by the number of grid points. Here all diagonals are saved diagonal-wise starting at the lowest sub-diagonal and ending at the highest super-diagonal. The distance array due to its multiple read-accesses is saved in constant memory.
The DIA format can also be used within the CUSP library. For comparison a solver using this library has also been incorporated (CUSP provides Krylov-subspace solvers). A CG run without a specific preconditioner gives good results although CUSP applies internally the identity matrix as preconditioner and thus it creates a second useless SpMV in each iteration. Preconditioning decreases the amount of steps needed to achieve a certain quality of a solution, but this comes typically at the price of a time-consuming calculation of the preconditioning matrix. This is in particular problematic for sophisticated approaches like the algebraic multigrid preconditioner (AMG), whose parallelization is not straightforward either. In the GPU context, this can result in longer calculation times although the number of preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) iteration steps is decreased by a magnitude. To unlock the advantages of preconditioners, their calculation should be in parallel to make it less time consuming. In this work a Jacobi-Preconditioner has been implemented, [11] . This offers a good compromise between costs for the preconditioner computation and the reduction of iterations.
III. MEASUREMENTS
The computational example is the head of the model 'Duke' [10] . It is exposed to a homogeneous electromagnetic wave at 900 MHz with an intensity of 42 V/m. The head is resolved into voxels of 2 mm . Including the surrounding air this leads to a problem consisting of 3.625 million voxels. The electromagnetic material parameters are taken from the Italian National Research Council. The thermal parameters are extracted from [13] . The problem is solved for comparison using CPUs and GPUs, alternatively. The thermal part is, with respect to the low heating caused by the electromagnetic wave compared to the absolute temperature. The problem has been solved in single and in double precision. For the comparison of the preconditioners, a part of the shoulders is taken into account and the model is resolved by 6.8 million voxels.
A. Discussion of CG Speedup
The thermal problem is solved for the static temperature distributions without and with electromagnetic heating. For the effect using a GPU causes on calculation time, focus is set on the calculation of the temperature without SAR. Nevertheless the results can be ported to the calculation of the heated body as well, where only the electromagnetic power is added to the right-hand vector. As expected, most of the computational time of CG is consumed by the SpMVs. This is the crucial point of the CG-solver.
In Fig. 2 the time for solving the problem is shown on a machine with a Intel Core i7 CPU 2.80 GHz CPU and a Geforce GTX 285. All GPU approaches perform better than the CPU implementation (in both single precision and double precision). Nevertheless the GPU speedup varies depending on the implementation. The overall speedup compared to the CPU differs from below four to ten times faster.
For comparison we measure the time that is needed to execute a single SpMV. It is obvious that data structure is the most important point for fast solutions. Because of the effects described above the cuSparse solver is significantly slower than the author's implementation using the DIA format. CUSP uses the same DIA format and hence it leads to similar results. In the CG case the latter is slower due to the additional SpMV using the identity matrix as preconditioner. Current GPUs are optimized for single precision operations. Thus single precision operations are more efficient than double precision operations when compared to the time a CPU needs to execute them. This is, because the GPUs bottleneck for solving this kind of operations is the bandwidth. GPUs can execute SpMV operations fast in single precision because the amount of data is only 50% compared to double precision. The impact of the bandwidth for calculation time can also be seen, by comparing a GPU with rather high bandwidth of 159 GB/s to a GPU with quiet low bandwidth like the Geforce GT 540 M with only 28.8 GB/s. The detailed comparison is shown in Fig. 5 . The low bandwidth of the Geforce GT540M is, depending on the chosen data structure, outperformed by the CPU. This shows the dependency of these benchmarks on the architecture of the GPU used for implementation. With a ratio of the solver time close to the ratio of the two bandwidths this seems to be the most important factor. To take a closer look on this dependency the solver times are multiplied by the bandwidth of the GPUs, see Fig. 6 . The result is the maximum amount of data, that could be transferred through the data bus in the time it took to solve the problem. A minimum amount of data shows, that the time was used most efficiently, while a rather high value indicates a less effective solver. Good comparison is only possible between equal data structures. Of course, for Finite-Difference structures a CSR format needs a higher amount of data to be transferred than a DIA format. This is also pointed out in Fig. 6 . The author's DIA implementation benefits from the bandwidth increase, while cuSparse and CUSP do not scale as well. As the cuSparse CG-solver and the own CG-solver only differ in the SpMV-kernel while all other vector operations are performed using cuBLAS, the difference is given by the SpMV.
B. Comparison of Iterations, Time and Preconditioners
For Laplace-like operators Jacobi preconditioners are a wellknown and robust method to reduce the number of CG iterations. Furthermore it can be implemented effectively on GPUs. Thus large-scale problems can be solved more efficiently allowing them to converge in an appropriate number of iterations. Preconditioners need an additional amount of memory for the additional vector and especially the preconditioner matrix. This decreases the size of the problem that can be calculated using one GPU. Nevertheless the DIA shaped storage formats need much less memory than the CSR format. To analyze this, the problem was enlarged by taking the shoulders of the body-model into account as well, leading to a number of 6.8 million voxels. This problem cannot be solved any more using single-precision accuracy. Furthermore the CSR format hits the storage-limit. Therefore the problem was solved only using the formats shown to be efficient on the smaller problem given above.
It is obvious, that the time needed to pre-shape the matrix and other memory-action need such an amount of time, that the actual calculation time decreases to less than half of the overall time of a solving a system of implicit equations. Nevertheless the solver-phases are done in the same time. This is mostly based on the same storage-format DIA that both of them use.
The proposed programs depends highly on the available bandwidth and maximum problem size is highly dependent of the GPU's memory. An upcoming implementation will use multiple GPUs with its current kernel and data structure. Therefore the linearly saved diagonals have to be split up in equal sized sub-matrices that are solved on either one of the GPUs. Even though the time to execute the SpMV should still behave linearly to the overall bandwidth, the overall time will most definitely decrease from linearity due to communication delays and necessary inter-device data transfers that cannot be hidden. Another possibility offered by CUDA 5 is the possibility of recursive kernel calls. This may lead to the effective implementation of adaptive meshing schemes and preconditioners, effectively decreasing the time needed to solve multi-physical problems.
IV. CONCLUSION
An implementation for solving multi-physical problems involving electromagnetic waves and thermal heating in biological tissues has been presented. It features coupled FDTD and Krylov-subspace solvers to achieve an efficient solving procedure. Especially the performance of the thermal part has been massively enhanced by using the speedup possibilities of a GPU. Different solvers, e.g., provided by CUSP or based on libraries like cuSparse and cuBLAS have been implemented and compared to self-made solvers. Different types of data storage formats like DIA or CSR have been compared. As the sparse matrix-vector-multiplication turned out to be the most time-consuming operation, a CUDA kernel was developed that are competitive or even outperformed the other libraries (for this class of problems). With this kernel, the computational time is below all other methods. It is flexible and its performance can be well estimated as it behaves mostly linear with respect to available bandwidth and amount of data, that has to be transferred.
